Classic Race 3 Pursuit start at RYCV Marina. 20th June 10:15am
Race 3 will be conducted as scheduled.
The Classic 2021 Winter Series race 3 will be conducted on June 20 by RYCV. Use of Face masks while sailing are
recommended if the 1.5 metre rule cannot be complied with.
The Race 3 Sailing Instructions and group start times can be downloaded from this link to the CYAA Web site Winter Series
page.

Race 3 boat racing & PoB sign on
Use the QR code displayed on the Sailing Instructions to send the boat racing sign on to CYAA. The SI para 5 requires each boat
intending to race inform the RYCV start box people they are racing.

Contact Tracing registration.
Advice from the Services Vic QR code help desk says the CYAA contact tracing QR code is no longer valid. Contact tracing is
now based on the Services Victoria QR code for bricks and mortar establishments. CYAA is a virtual establishment.
On entry to any establishment, ie yacht club building premises, use of the Services Victoria QR code for personal contact tracing
is required.

Use of Tack Trackers for Race 3
We have assigned tracker rights to nine smartphones. For Race 3 Avian. Sirocco Boambillee, Mercedes III Akala, Seabird, Marie
Louise III, Jedda and Martini have been assigned tracker rights. Don’t forget to turn on your smart phone. Tracking on this link
begins at 10:10am.

Race 3 results publication.
Boat finishing times will be sent out by SMS when available. The finishing times will be entered into the CYAA Top Yacht Race
3 results later in the day.

Non financial CYAA members
A note has been received from the CYAA Treasurer informing there’s a substantial number of local CYAA members who need to
fix up their subscription renewal. We’re required by the Vic Govt. Incorporated Association regulations to remove members who
are in excess of two years arrears. So for those members this detail need sorting out fast. We need our membership to be strong
when facing up to our race conducting clubs and Sailing Australia.

CYAA social events on Port Phillip
The CYAA (Vic) is investigating if social sailing events can be set up on Port Phillip. Lack of boat usage due to Covid-19 and
the opportunity for non racing members and potential new members to sail in company with the CYAA fleet is the driver of this
investigation.
Possible dates for these events would be those Sundays in between our scheduled series racing. Members ideas on how we can
make this work will be asked for. We could use a pursuit race format with events being conducted at either RYCV or RMYS
water is a possibility. Use of Top Yacht it record these event can be considered

Sunday 20th June conditions forecast
Light winds are expected. Let’s hope there’s enough wind to get us around for a handicappers competitive finish. Doesn’t matter
We’re on the water with our classic’s once again.

So here’s to a good race.
Regards to all
Peter Costolloe CYAA (Vic) Handicapper

